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ABSTRACT The equivalent circuit model for utility-scale battery energy storage systems (BESS) is beneficial for multiple applications including performance evaluation, safety assessments, and the development
of accurate models for simulation studies. This paper evaluates and compares the performance of utilityscale equivalent circuit models developed at multiple sub-component levels, i.e. at the rack, module, and
cell levels. This type of modeling is used to demonstrate that the equivalent circuit model for a reference
cell, module, or rack of a BESS can be scaled to represent the entire battery system provided that the battery
management system (BMS) is active and functional. Contrary to the rapid pulse discharge cycles employed
in conventional cell parameter estimation approaches, the study proposes a new charge/discharge cycle
for identifying the equivalent circuit parameters for utility-scale battery systems using equipment readily
available at installation sites without the need for laboratory setups. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis
for classifying and quantifying the effect of each equivalent circuit parameter on the performance of the
proposed battery system model was executed. The measurements and simulations are conducted for a
1MW/2MWh BESS testing facility located at the Louisville Gas and Electric and Kentucky Utilities (LG&E
and KU) E.W. Brown generating plant. The results indicate that for the example utility-scale battery setup
with an active BMS, the equivalent circuit model of either the cell, module, or rack can be scaled to represent
the battery system with less than 1% average voltage error.
INDEX TERMS Battery energy storage systems, equivalent circuit, parameter estimation, racks, modules,
cells, sensitivity analysis, thermal runaway, battery management system.

I. INTRODUCTION

CCORDING to the EIA, utility-scale BESS in the U.S.
account for more than 75% of the total energy storage
capacity installed in 2018 [1]. The future electric grid may be
able to take advantage of these predominantly Lithium-ion
(Li-ion) based BESSs at the distribution, transmission and
generation levels for multiple applications including voltage
and frequency support, load leveling and peak power shaving,
spinning reserve, and other ancillary services [2]. However,
recent developments surrounding Li-ion based battery safety
and thermal runaway have further emphasized the need for
advanced battery monitoring systems to ensure safe operation
[3], [4].

A

The terminal voltage of Li-ion battery energy storage
varies with multiple parameters including state of charge
(SOC) and mode of operation. Hence, utility-scale BESS
may see variations over 200V in their dc terminal voltage
during regular operation [5]. Battery systems in some cases
have been represented as constant voltage sources [6]–[8],
or modeled as a controlled voltage source [9]. Furthermore,
recent studies have focused on small-scale battery modeling
with greater emphasis on single cell operations [10]–[12].
Other researchers have worked towards developing standardized procedures for the estimation of the parameters of a
single cell. [13]–[16].
Contrary to conventional approaches, in which equivalent
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FIGURE 1. An example battery energy storage system (BESS) setup including a 1MVA bidirectional inverter, 2MWh battery system distributed in two
containers(one obscured by the other), and an advanced SCADA facility, which is not shown. The 2MWh battery system incorporates 4,760 cells (20 racks or 340
modules) connected in series and parallel to meet power conditioning devices requirements.

circuit parameters for battery cells were only extracted from
laboratory setups and scaled to represent the parameters of
a utility-scale battery system with multiple cells and BMS
[17]–[19], the proposed approach accounts for the contributions of the BMS in cell voltage balancing and acknowledges
the differences in the parameter of cells from the same
manufacturer.
This paper presents an approach for estimating the equivalent circuit parameters of a utility-scale battery system and
its sub-components using equipment typically available at
installation sites. Additionally, the work emphasizes how the
difference in parameters of cells within a battery system can
lead to significant variations in terminal voltages and defines
a metric for comparing the voltage performance of utilityscale battery models developed using select cell, module, or
rack parameters.
Furthermore, this study introduces a multi-hour operation
cycle that ensures battery voltage equilibrium for each charge
or discharge procedure as opposed to the conventional quick
pulse discharge cycles used for battery equivalent circuit
parameter estimation [20], [21]. The proposed procedure
benefits from measurements of the type recommended by
the new Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) BESS test
manual [22], and may also serve as a possible extension to the
initiative. This work is a substantial expansion to a previous
conference paper by the same group of authors [23]. Additional contributions include sensitivity analyses to establish
the impact of each parameter on the system performance, and
comparison of the voltage variation of the battery system to
equivalent circuit models from the parameters identified from
specified racks, modules, and cells.
The technical details of the 1MW/2MWh battery system
employed for this analysis are presented in the second section
of this paper. Section III deals with the battery operation
cycles employed for the battery parameter identification and
approach for validation. Section IV described the proposed
test procedures adopted for the cell, modules, rack, and the
battery system equivalent circuit parameter identification.
2

The sensitivity analyses of the battery equivalent circuit
components and validation of the identified parameters are
presented in Sections V and VI, respectively. Finally, Section VII provides the concluding remarks and highlights the
contributions of the presented study.
II. FIELD IMPLEMENTATION SETUP

This study employs a utility-scale BESS, which includes a
2MWh battery system, a 1MVA bidirectional power conversion system (PCS), a 13.2kV/480V step-up transformer, and
a 1MVA programmable load bank (Fig. 1). At the time of
installation, this field system was one of the largest BESS
testing facilities in the US, whose capabilities have been
highlighted through complex tests described in [22]. This
unique setup includes advanced measurement devices capable of capturing voltage, current, and power measurements at
the dc-link, inverter ac terminal, and the point of common
coupling, that are synchronized with the local time and
logged at one-second intervals by the SCADA system.
In order to meet the ratings of the power conditioning
device, the experimental battery system includes 20 racks,
which are equally distributed between two identical containers. A rack includes 17 LG Chem M48126P3B1 battery modules, each with 14 Li-ion cells and rated for 126Ah at 51.8V
nominal voltage. This battery system also employs a BMS,
whose function includes the supervision of cell performance
and balancing the SOC across all cells. The BMS provides
additional details on the battery system and sub-component
state including; the measured terminal voltage of all the cells,
modules, and racks; the terminal current for each rack; and
the calculated SOC of individual modules, racks, and entire
battery system.
The PCS is a 1MVA Dynapower bidirectional two-level
converter, which may be operated at 740-1150V dc-link voltage while maintaining a constant 480V three-phase voltage
on the ac side. For the purpose of carrying out multiple discharge tests with reduced grid disturbance and enable BESS
operation in the isolated mode, the system is equipped with a
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 2. Flowchart for the experimental procedures employed in the
proposed parameter extraction. The battery system is open-circuited or kept in
the "float mode" in between tests in order to ensure voltage and chemical
equilibrium among all cells.

1MVA, 480V three-phase Simplex programmable large size
load bank, which is capable of absorbing up to 1MW resistive
power and sourcing/absorbing reactive power up to 600kVAr
at 5kVA load steps (Fig. 1).
III. PROPOSED TEST PROCEDURES AND
MEASUREMENTS FOR THE BATTERY SYSTEM

The parameters of a battery cell vary with different factors
including, temperature, state of health, state of life, depth
of discharge, and SOC. Cells within a large battery system
have unique characteristics and parameters even if they are
identical models from the same manufacturer. Furthermore,
in large multi-MW BESS, the cells are subjected to different
operational conditions and load due to the presence of the
BMS, which is employed for protection, monitoring, and
SOC balance across all the cells. Hence, for the purpose of
modeling a large battery, simply scaling the equivalent circuit
parameters of a single cell may not be sufficient to represent
VOLUME 8, 2020

the system accurately.
The experimental setup includes multiple advanced measuring and protection devices capable of capturing and
recording high-resolution voltage, current, and SOC measurements from each cell, module, rack, and the entire BESS.
This approach assumes the battery system and its components can be subjected to similar charge and discharge cycles
to estimate their individual equivalent circuit parameters.
The sequence of testing begins with the initialization of
the battery system at its manufacturer recommended maximum SOC, and afterward open-circuited for a long period
to ensure chemical and voltage equilibrium (Fig. 2). The
experimental BESS setup was subjected to multiple charge
and discharge cycles and its responses including the measured battery system and sub-component terminal voltage
and current, the BMS computed SOC, and the PCS real and
reactive power were recorded. The battery system enclosed
chamber was regulated at 23◦ C throughout all tests to ensure
minimum temperature variation between system cycles and
battery sub-components.
For this example utility-scale battery system, the recommended minimum and maximum SOC limits from the manufacturer are 5% and 95%, respectively. At the time of this
research, the standard time for a utility-scale battery system
to reach equilibrium had not been described. Hence, a rest
period of 8h before tests and 2h after each pulse operation
is proposed for the battery system based on voltage response
observations. The BESS operation and voltage response were
analyzed and validated over three charge/discharge cycles
described as follows.
Cycle A: This cycle is used for the main parameter extraction and validation. From the system reported maximum
SOC, the BESS was continuously discharged at rated power
through 10% SOC and operated in the float mode for 2 hours
in order to allow the battery system to approach equilibrium
[22]. The float mode operation enables the battery system
to approach chemical equilibrium while maintaining it at
reference SOC by trickle charging at a rate equal to its selfdischarge. This pulse discharge procedure was repeated until
the system SOC reached the minimum. Conventional approaches require pulse discharging the battery cell at constant
current. The proposed procedure is adapted to the equipment
typically available at a utility-scale BESS, and therefore, the
PCS is controlled for pulse discharging the battery based on
a power command. In this approach, Cycles B and C are
proposed for validation of the parameters identified through
Cycle A.
Cycle B: This cycle is based on the exemplary performance and functionality test cycle described in [22] for characterizing the energy storage system. In this cycle, the BESS
was initialized to the manufacturer recommended maximum
SOC and left in the float mode till the battery system is
presumed to have reached chemical and voltage equilibrium.
The battery is then continuously discharged at rated power
till minimum SOC, and promptly charged back to maximum
SOC before being discharged once again at rated power
3
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FIGURE 3. Equivalent circuit model for the battery system and its
sub-components (racks, modules and cells) used for the study. Each
parameter corresponds to the combination of cells connected in series and
parallel.

(a)

FIGURE 4. Battery system open circuit voltage. The BESS was pulse
discharged (Cycle A), and the maximum dc terminal voltage (vb ) for defined
SOC ranges when the output current approaches zero were used to estimate
its open-circuit voltage (voc ).

till 50% SOC. The BESS is then left in float mode for
approximately 2 hours before the next cycle at 75% capacity
of rated power. The procedure is repeated for 50% rated
power and all relevant system component parameters were
measured and recorded.
Cycle C: The field implemented BESS setup is co-located
with multiple generation resources including solar, natural
gas combustion turbines, hydropower plants, and coal-fired
units with over 1GW of combined net-generation capacity.
In this cycle, the BESS is operated in the autonomous frequency response mode, in which the battery charges when the
frequency exceeds the reference value and discharges otherwise. Due to the reduced frequency variation near the gridconnected BESS, the response sensitivity was increased such
that the battery addresses deviations greater than 0.005Hz
and supports the grid at rated power for deviations above
0.05Hz based on the specified droop control.
IV. BATTERY SYSTEM, RACKS MODULES AND CELLS
PARAMETER EXTRACTION

A battery cell may be represented as a controllable voltage
source (voc ) connected in series to a resistance (R0 ) and multiple RC branches (R1 , R2 , C1 and C2 ). In this approach, it is
assumed that the same type of equivalent circuit can be used
4

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 5. The variation of the equivalent circuit parameters for the battery
systems component extracted through measurements for all (a) 20 racks, (b)
340 modules, and (c) 4,760 cells. The results illustrate typical variations within
battery system sub-components from the same manufacturer.

to represent the battery system, rack, module, and cell, with
the parameters modified accordingly (Fig. 3). The impact of
parameters such as the number of charge/discharge cycles,
depth of discharge, state of health, and temperature are beyond the scope of this study. Hence, the voltage response of
the battery system and its sub-components are represented as
VOLUME 8, 2020
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functions of SOC. It may be noted that the parameter value
has been demonstrated to be minimally impacted by the SOC
when the battery is operated between 5-95% [24]–[26].
The battery system terminal voltage, vb during discharge
may be described as:
∆t

∆t

vb (t) = voc − ib R0 + ib R1 e− R1 C1 + ib R2 e− R2 C2 . (1)
vb (t) = voc − ib R0 − v1 (t) − v2 (t),

(2)

where, voc , is the battery open-circuit voltage; ib , the battery
dc output current; v1 and v2 , the voltages across the RC
branches 1 and 2, respectively and t, the discharge duration.
The voltage response of the battery system and its subcomponents during BESS pulse discharge operation (Cycle
A) were analyzed and used to estimate the corresponding
equivalent circuit parameters. From (2), the battery terminal
voltage approaches its open-circuit value as the output current tends to zero and is expressed as:
voc (t) = lim vb (t).

(3)

ib →0
∆t→∞

In this approach, the battery and sub-components dc terminal voltages, vb , when the current is nearly zero during Cycle
A were isolated and divided into 20 SOC class intervals of the
same range. Due to the influence of external parameters such
as self-discharge rate and battery trickle charge, terminal
voltage reduction may also be observed during open-circuit
conditions. The maximum dc voltage for each bin when the
output current is zero is identified as the open-circuit voltage
for the reported SOC and termed as:
voc (ψi ) = max[vb (ψl ), vb (ψu )],
ib =0

ψl ≤ ψi ≤ ψu

(4)

where, ψi represents the SOC corresponding to the reported
class interval maximum voltage, ψl and ψu the lower and
upper boundary of the select class interval, respectively.
For Cycle A evaluation, only bins where the battery output
current is zero were analyzed. The defined points were fit to
establish the battery system open-circuit voltage relationship
with SOC and a similar procedure was employed for all its
racks, modules, and cells (Fig. 4).
This approach employs an artificial computation intelligence program to estimate the best values of the resistance
and capacitance that can be applied to (1) for an accurate
estimation of the battery terminal voltage. The fitness function is defined as the absolute value of the difference between
the reported battery terminal voltage and the corresponding
calculated value at each data point of Cycle A. Hence,
the particle swarm optimization problem is formulated as
follows:
min F (x) = min
x

x

M
X

|vb∗ (k)

− vb (k)|

x = (R0 , R1 , R2 , C1 , C2 )
VOLUME 8, 2020
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(5)

k=1

(6)

FIGURE 6. Voltage response for multiple battery system models developed as
a scaled version of each individual cell from fig 5. Depending on the reference
cell selected, up to 10V mismatch in the estimated battery voltage may be
recorded.

where F (x) is the objective function extracted from (1); k,
the index of the data sample; vb∗ (k), the measured battery
voltage at the kth data sample; vb (k), the calculated battery
voltage at the kth data sample; M , the number of data
samples; x, is the vector with all the battery parameters; and
X, is the space of solutions.
A satisfactory average voltage error less than one-percent
was reported for Cycle A when the battery models developed using a combination of the established open-circuit
voltage and SOC relationship with parameters retrieved from
the optimization process for the battery system all its subcomponents were compared to the reported values. Even
though all the cells that make up individual modules, racks,
and the entire battery system are from the same manufacturer,
a significant disparity can be observed in their estimated
parameters (Fig. 5).
V. PARAMETERS SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In order to identify the most influential parameters affecting
the accuracy of the battery equivalent circuit model presented
in Fig. 3, a sensitivity analysis was conducted. A regression
model was employed to relate the identified battery system
parameters. In this approach, a 2nd order polynomial function
with a goodness-of-fit, R2 , above 90% was employed and
expressed as follows:
Y = β0 +

dν
X
i=1

dν X
dν
X

βi XCi +

dν
X

2
βii XCi
+

i=1

(7)

βij XCi XCj ,

i=1 j=i+1

XCi =

xi − (xi,max + xi,min )/2
; i = 1, 2, ..., dν ,
(xi,max − xi,min )/2

(8)

where Y is the response parameter; β, the regression coefficient; dν , the number of factors, xi , the ith input factor; and
XCi , the normalized (coded) value of the ith factor. Factors
5
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 7. The BESS during rated power pulse discharge from maximum to minimum SOC showing: (a) The experimental and simulated battery system terminal
voltage variation for the system and sub-components, (b) the percentage voltage error, (c) the discharge current, (d) and the SOC variation. The battery discharge
current increases to maintain constant pulse discharge power as voltage decreases with SOC.

may be normalized as shown in (7). XCi = 0 represents the
specified values of the factors with the reference response,
and β0 is a representation of response parameter in this
reference situation. βii and βij illustrate second order effects
and interaction between the factors.
In this approach, the voltage responses of 15,625 equivalent circuit models for the battery system with each parameter
varying between ±10% of the extracted value were analyzed
over Cycle A. The results of the sensitivity analysis with
regards to the average and peak voltage error of the battery
system are presented in Table 1. The main takeaways from
the study are as follows:
1) The open-circuit voltage of the battery is the main
parameter that influences the voltage response of the system
2) Depending on the cycle analyzed the RC branch parameters are the least significant
3) The battery series resistance, R0 has an observable
effect on the maximum voltage error recorded.

6

TABLE 1. Sensitivity Analysis Regression Co-coefficients

Parameters
R0
R1
R2
C1
C2
voc

Average Error [pu]
×10−3

Max Error [pu]
×10−2

-0.09
0.07
-0.04
0.02
0.01
3.85

1.10
-0.02
-0.08
0.02
-0.36
4.46

VI. BATTERY SYSTEM PARAMETER VALIDATION AND
COMPARISON

The sequence of validation was initiated with a comparison
of the multiple battery system models developed as a scaled
version of all 4,760 cells in the considered 1MW/2MWh
setup. For validation purposes, this approach assumes that
battery sub-components contribute equal currents and voltages to represent the entire battery system. Hence, each subcomponent current is defined as a fraction of the total battery
system current and the total amount of component strings
in parallel, while the corresponding sub-component voltage
VOLUME 8, 2020
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 8. The BESS during dynamic charge and discharge between multiple SOC levels at 100%, 75% and 50% power rating (CycleB) showing: (a) The
experimental and simulated battery system terminal voltage variation, (b) the percentage voltage error, (c) the discharge current, (d) and the SOC variation. The
average error for the system and selected sub-components were considered to be within acceptable limits and the maximum percentage error was reported for the
representative cell.

represents a fraction of the total number of components in
series per string(Table 2). The analysis showed that for the
example setup considered, the average voltage error of a
battery system modeled can vary up to 10V depending on the
reference cell selected (Fig. 6). Also, the performance evaluation reported higher disparities in the simulated voltages at
SOC greater than 50%.

these models developed using sub-component parameters
were within acceptable limits, which may be attributed to
the presence of the BMS ensuring that all measured cell
voltages are typically within 3mV variation. In this approach,
the percentage voltage error was calculated as:

The accuracy of a battery equivalent circuit for utility-scale
systems does not only depend on the reference member of
the sub-component but also the sub-level analyzed. In order
to demonstrate this, the battery terminal voltage was derived
using three scaling approaches: scaling the voltage from a)
the cell; b) the module, and c) the rack levels, and compared
with the terminal voltage predicted by the proposed method
based on tests conducted at the battery level.

where Vexp and Vsim represent the measured and simulated
battery system voltage responses, respectively. It can be
observed that the recorded voltage variation of the battery
system model developed from scaling the cell parameters has
lower accuracy compared to the system alternative, which
had less than 0.1% average error for the cycle (Table 3).
The performance of the developed battery models is validated for steady-state operation, as well as grid frequency
regulation. For the steady-state case, the simulated voltage
variations of the battery sub-component models were compared with the measured BESS dc-link terminal voltage
when subjected to Cycle B power variation (Fig. 8). In this
operation cycle, the influence of the RC branch parameters is

The terminal voltage predicted by the battery models developed using scaled parameters of the select combination
of cell, module, and rack sub-components with the highest
average error was evaluated through Cycle A (Fig. 7 ). It
can be observed that the simulated voltage responses of
VOLUME 8, 2020

% Error =

|Vexp − Vsim |
× 100
Vexp

(9)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 9. The BESS during automated grid frequency response, showing: (a) The experimental and simulated battery system terminal voltage variation for the
battery system and sub-components, (b) the percentage voltage error, (c) the discharge current(ib ) and grid frequency deviation (∆f), (d) and the SOC
variation.The BESS sensitivity was modified such that the system responds to frequency deviations about 5mHz.

minimal, and the recorded voltage error is primarily due to
the open-circuit voltage and resistances. For this validation
cycle, the equivalent circuit model developed as a function of
the system parameters has the minimum mean voltage error.
Battery energy storage systems may be employed for grid
frequency regulation, during which active power is provided in response to changes in frequency. The variations
in terminal voltage predictions for the developed equivalent
circuit models were further evaluated through the frequency
response operation described in Cycle C. The fast charge and
discharge operations through this cycle resulted in minimal
SOC variation and increased voltage error for the system and
rack models, which can be observed at SOC ranges between
53-54% (Fig. 9). It is however important to recognize that
the average voltage error for the system equivalent model
and sub-components are all less than 0.4% and within an
acceptable range.
VII. CONCLUSION

This paper reports on the variation in the equivalent circuit
parameters for the racks, modules, and cells for a utility8

TABLE 2. Sub-components configuration for Field Implemented 1MW/2MWh
Battery System

Sub-components
Cells
Modules
Racks

Springs in parallel

String length

20
20
20

238
17
1

scale battery system and presents an approach for identifying
battery level parameters using equipment typically available
at installation sites. A multi-hour discharge cycle for the
BESS that can identify its equivalent circuit parameters while
ensuring that the battery system terminal voltage stabilizes
after transient discharge operations is proposed. A comparison of the performance of the equivalent circuit models
derived from this approach with those obtained scaling up the
parameters for battery sub-components (i.e. cells, modules,
and racks) is performed, and it is found that the scaling
approach can be used to represent the entire system provided
that the BMS is operational. The BESS operator can adopt
these models to monitor the operation of the BMS in addition
VOLUME 8, 2020
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Mean [%]

Max [%]

Cycle A

System
Rack
Module
Cells

0.06
0.09
0.18
0.49

0.55
0.58
0.87
1.28

Cycle B

System
Rack
Module
Cells

0.16
0.17
0.25
0.60

0.98
1.11
1.53
1.71

Cycle C

TABLE 3. The battery system percentage voltage errors using equivalent
circuit parameters at different sub-component levels.

System
Rack
Module
Cells

0.14
0.12
0.18
0.31

0.51
0.52
0.45
0.61

to other safety and simulation applications.
In order to validate the performances of the scaled equivalent circuit models and the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, the simulated voltage responses of the battery system models were compared with experimental data retrieved
from a 1MW/2MWh BESS, and satisfactory accuracy was
observed. This work also demonstrates that the accuracy
of the battery system models increases with the number
of cells considered. For the example field implementation
considered, average and peak voltage errors as low as 0.06%
and 1.71% , respectively, were calculated with the model
developed from scaling up the parameters of a single cell.
This indicates that while modeling a multi-MW battery at
the sub-component level may be sufficient for all practical
purposes, the accuracy of models can be improved when the
parameters at the battery level are determined
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